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Abstract—The permutation-based transmission has been re-
cently proposed as an efficient transport-layer design strategy to
achieve ultra-reliable and low-latency communications (URLLCs)
in the Internet of Things (IoT). In this paper, the age of
information (AoI) is exploited as a framework to characterise the
performance of short-packet permutation-based transmissions in
a wiretap channel, and the concept of secrecy margin is formu-
lated to quantify the data security while guaranteeing the data
freshness of status updates. In solving the optimisation problem
of secrecy margin maximisation within the regime of finite-
blocklength information theory, the optimal packet structure over
the network interface is obtained in the IoT using short-packet
permutation-based transmission. Illustrative numerical results on
the comparisons between the permutation-based transmission
and the conventional encapsulation not only substantiate the
performance gains achieved by the former, but also provide useful
references for its system design for achieving secure URLLCs.

Index Terms—Age of information (AoI), finite-blocklength
regime, permutation-based transmission, security margin, short-
packet communications.

I. INTRODUCTION

G IVING rise to the Internet of Things (IoT), the imple-
mentation of ultra-reliable and low-latency communica-

tions (URLLCs) needs to address a huge amount of end-to-
end connectivities through scarce resources. The collaboration 
among different subscribers over common resources increases 
the security risks [1], [2]. Recently, the permutation-based 
transmission [3] has been proposed as a promising solution 
to the fundamental infrastructure for URLLCs, specifically in 
the IoT [4].

The permutation-based transmission is a transport-layer 
design strategy, where a portion of application-layer data is 
not physically encapsulated into the transport-layer data units 
(DUs) but conveyed by the permutation with repetition of 
various DU lengths in a group of packets. Moreover, in [5], the 
transmission order arrangement is utilised as a transport-layer 
resource for the permutation, where a portion of information 
bits in the DU of a packet, referred to as opportunistic bits, 
are conveyed by the index of the time slot when the packet is 
transmitted.

In addressing the challenge of scarce resources, the 
permutation-based transmission has been proven to be a suc-
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cessful application of the permutation philosophy in the trans-
port layer, which effectively improves the spectral efficiency
and energy efficiency while increasing the goodput and reduc-
ing the latency, compared with conventional transport-layer en-
capsulation [3], [4]. Concerning short-packet communications
over wireless channels contribute to the practical requirements
associated with URLLCs, the performance of permutation-
based transmissions has been investigated in terms of max-
imal payload rate, latency reduction, spectral efficiency gain,
and energy efficiency gain based on the advances of finite-
blocklength information theory [5], [6].

In addressing the challenge of security risks, the secrecy
rate of permutation-based transmissions has been analysed in
[3] and [4], where the mapping pattern of the application-layer
data conveyed by the permutations is interpreted as a secret
key in the legitimate link and, therefore, eavesdroppers are
unable to successfully decode these data since they have no
knowledge on the secret key.

Within the IoT, various types of sensors are deployed to
monitor specific physical parameters such as temperature,
humidity, wind strength, etc., and deliver the status updates
to actuators for performing subsequent actions [7], [8]. To
guarantee the accuracy and efficacy of the actions, the IoT
needs to keep the status updates fresh. The age of information
(AoI) was proposed in [9] and [10] as a metric to measure the
freshness of the status updates, which is used to characterise
the timestamp of the latest successfully decoded status update
at the legitimate destination [11], [12].

Recent advances in the finite-blocklength information the-
ory have established a basis for the design of short-packet
protocols to achieve URLLCs [13], [14]. Specifically for the
delivery of status updates in the IoT, the AoI framework of
short-packet communications has been developed in the finite-
blocklength regime and optimised with various packet man-
agement schemes; see e.g., [15]–[18] and references therein,
where the average AoI is used as a key metric to evaluate the
data freshness from an ergodic perspective.

In this paper, the AoI framework of short-packet commu-
nications is exploited to evaluate the data security of status
updates in wiretap channels given that the IoT has to maintain
the data freshness of status updates. For the delivery of a
single packet, the secrecy margin over a wiretap channel



is defined as the positive difference between the legitimate
AoI and the wiretapping AoI [19]. Herein, we formulate the
average secrecy margin for short-packet permutation-based
transmissions in the finite-blocklength regime. On one hand,
the way to enhance the data security is to maximise the
secrecy margin, which achieves the optimal packet structure
from a security perspective. On the other hand, the way to
guarantee the data freshness is to minimise the legitimate AoI,
which drives the optimal packet structure from the timeliness
perspective. Based on the optimal packet design over the
network interface, the secure and timely performance of short-
packet permutation-based transmissions is compared with that
of conventional transport-layer encapsulation in terms of the
secrecy margin and the legitimate AoI, to verify the advantage
of permutation-based transmissions in secure and timely status
updates.

The contributions of this paper are three-fold. Firstly, we
present the system model of short-packet permutation-based
transmissions over a wiretap channel. Secondly, we formulate
the average secrecy margin in the finite-blocklength regime
for the secure and timely delivery of status updates via short-
packet permutation-based transmissions. Thirdly, we solve the
optimisation problem of the average secrecy margin max-
imisation for short-packet permutation-based transmissions to
achieve optimal packet structure over the network interface in
wiretap channels.

The remainder of this paper is organized as follows. Section
II presents the system model of short-packet permutation-
based transmissions over a wiretap channel. Section III formu-
lates the average secrecy margin of short-packet permutation-
based communications and achieves the optimal packet struc-
tures over the network interface for data security. Section IV
provides illustrative numerical results to demonstrate the per-
formance gain obtained by the permutation-based transmission
over the conventional transport-layer encapsulation. Finally,
Section V concludes this paper.

Notations: fX(x) and FX(x) stand for the probability
density function (pdf) and the cumulative distribution function
(cdf) of a random variable X , respectively. Moreover, Q[x] =∫∞
x

(1/
√
2π) exp(−t2/2)dt is the Q-function. Besides, E(·)

denotes the expectation (mean) operator, and Pr[ · ] denotes
the probability of an event. In addition, N stands for the set of
all natural numbers, and ⌈·⌉ denotes the least integer function.

II. SYSTEM MODEL

Consider a wiretap channel in the IoT, where Alice monitors
the status updates and delivers them to Bob. Bob is the legit-
imate actuator who takes actions upon decoding his received
status updates. Meanwhile, an unauthorised eavesdropper Eve
attempts to extract the status updates by wiretapping Alice’s
transmissions. All the nodes, i.e., Alice, Bob, and Eve, are
single-antenna devices.

The automatic repeat request (ARQ) mechanism is adopted
in the legitimate link, i.e., from Alice to Bob, for guaranteeing
the reliable delivery of status updates. For the delivery of a
given status update over the legitimate link, Bob will send an
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Fig. 1. The permutation-based encapsulation of a single status update at the
transport layer of the legitimate link.

acknowledgement (ACK) to Alice once successfully decoding
the status update. The ACK triggers Alice to generate the next
status update and commence with the delivery of the new one.
If Alice does not receive an ACK before the predetermined
timeout, she will retransmit the current status update until
receiving an ACK.

Alice utilises the permutation-based transport-layer design
for improving the spectral efficiency and energy efficiency of
the delivery. The permutation-based encapsulation of a status
update into a packet is presented in Fig. 1, where the status
update data is divided into two portions for the delivery via a
packet. The portion referred to as permutation-conveyed data
unit (PCDU) is mapped onto the packet length rather than
encapsulated into the conventional DU. More specifically, the
PCDU consists of log2 K bits, mapped onto assigning one
of the K lengths L0, L1, · · · , LK−1 to the packet. Then, the
conventional DU, of the length determined by the PCDU,
is encapsulated into the packet in a conventional way and
physically delivered through the network interface. In this way,
the permutation-based design has log2 K extra bits conveyed
in a packet, compared with the conventional transport-layer
encapsulation of the packet. In the network interface, Alice
delivers the packet of length Lk, k ∈ {0, 1, · · · ,K − 1},
conveying the PCDU through the selection among the K
various packet lengths L0, L1, · · · , LK−1.

The K lengths can be set to an arithmetic sequence of
Lk = M + kC bits, k = 0, 1, · · · ,K − 1, where the initial
term M is the shortest packet length, and C is the common
difference of successive lengths, M,C ∈ N. The PCDU
mapped onto the kth length is calculated using B(k), where
B(·) represents a log2 K-bit binary coded decimal function,
and k = 0, 1, · · · ,K − 1.

Without loss of generality, the K lengths are assigned to a
packet at the same probability 1/K. Thus, the mean length of
a packet, in the unit of [bits], is

L̄ =
1

K

K−1∑
k=0

Lk = M +
(K − 1)C

2
. (1)

In practice, the maximum packet length, denoted by Lmax
in [bits], is determined by specific transport-layer protocols,
e.g, Transmission Control Protocol (TCP) or User Datagram
Protocol (UDP), i.e.,

LK−1 = M + (K − 1)C ⩽ Lmax. (2)



In particular, we consider short-packet communications with
the permutation-based transmission in the IoT, where a packet
is of mean length L̄, given in (1), conveying a status update
characterised by log2 K+ L̄ information bits. We remark that,
with the conventional transport-layer encapsulation, a packet
of length L̄ conveys the status update characterised by L̄
information bits.

Over the network interface, the coding rate is denoted by
R = L̄/U ∈ (0, 1), where U is the blocklength in the
unit of physical channel uses. Given a packet error proba-
bility, denoted by ϵ, the maximal coding rate of short-packet
permutation-based transmissions, R, in the finite-blocklength
regime is approximated by [13]

L̄/U ≈ log2(1 + γ)− Q−1(ϵ)

ln 2

√
1− (1 + γ)−2

U
, (3)

where γ is the received SNR, and Q−1(·) is the inverse
function of Q[x].

From (3), the packet error probability ϵ is written as

ϵ ≜ Q
[
θ(L̄, U, γ)

]
, (4)

with the notation

θ(L̄, U, γ) ≜
(ln 2)

√
U
(
log2(1 + γ)− L̄/U

)√
1− (1 + γ)−2

.

In a general block-fading channel, the average packet error
probability is calculated using

ϵ̄ =

∫ ∞

0

Q
[
θ(L̄, U, x)

]
fγ(x)dx, (5)

where fγ(x) is the pdf of the received SNR γ. A linear
approximation of the Q-function Q

[
θ(L̄, U, x)

]
is expressed

as [19]

Q
[
θ(L̄, U, x)

]
≈


1, x ⩽ µ− ν,
1

2
− x− µ

2ν
, µ− ν ⩽ x ⩽ µ+ ν,

0, x ⩾ µ+ ν,

(6)

where

µ = 2L̄/U − 1, (7)

ν =

√
π(22L̄/U − 1)/(2U). (8)

Using the linear approximation (6), the closed-form expres-
sion of ϵ̄ can be obtained by

ϵ̄ =
1

2ν

∫ µ+ν

µ−ν

Fγ(x)dx, (9)

where

Fγ(x) =

{
1− exp (−x/γ̄), x ⩾ 0

0, x < 0
(10)

is the cdf of the SNR γ over Rayleigh fading channels.

III. SECRECY MARGIN

An evolution of the secrecy margin is shown in Fig. 2, where
∆(t) denotes the instantaneous AoI, i.e., the time elapsed
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Fig. 2. An evolution of secrecy margin, Si.

since Alice’s generation of the latest status update that has
been successfully decoded at Bob. If there is no status update
decoded successfully at Bob, the AoI increases linearly with
time.

Alice generates and commences with the transmission of the
ith status update at the time tAi , which is triggered by Bob’s
ACK on the (i−1)th status update. Bob and Eve successfully
decode the ith status update at tBi and tEi , respectively. For
simplicity, it is assumed that the ACK feedback from Bob to
Alice requires no time, as the ACK duration is negligible in
comparison to the retransmissions of a status update packet.
More specifically, we have tBi = tAi+1, i = 1, 2, · · · .

In Fig. 2(a), the secure delivery of the ith status update
is guaranteed, since Eve successfully decodes the ith status
update later than Bob does, i.e., tEi > tBi . In other words,
Eve needs more retransmissions of the ith status update than
Bob does for the successful decoding. However, Alice will
not transmit this status update any more upon receiving Bob’s
ACK. This disables Eve from unveiling this status update.

In Fig. 2(b), Eve successfully decodes the ith status update
earlier than Bob does, i.e., tEi < tBi , where an information
leakage of the ith status update occurs because the wiretapping
link is better than the legitimate one.

For the ith status update decoded successfully, the number
of total (re)transmissions requested by Bob is KB,i, whilst Eve
needs KE,i (re)transmissions. Consequently, the time duration
for Bob to successfully decode the ith status update is

tBi − tAi = KB,iT, (11)

and the time duration for Eve to unveil this status update is

tEi − tAi = KE,iT, (12)



where

T = U/W (13)

is the time duration of a single transmission from Alice, with
W denoting the bandwidth.

As shown in Fig. 2(a), the secrecy of the ith status update
is guaranteed if its successful delivery to Eve is later than that
to Bob, i.e., the time duration KE,iT > KB,iT .

The average secrecy margin is defined as

S̄ = lim
t→∞

1

t

N(t)∑
i=1

Si, (14)

where N(t) is the number of status updates decoded success-
fully by Bob at time t, and Si, marked by the shadow in Fig.
2(a), is calculated using

Si = [(tBi − tAi ) + (tEi − tAi )](t
E
i − tBi )/2

= (KB,iT +KE,iT )(KE,iT −KB,iT )/2

= (K2
E,i −K2

B,i)T
2/2. (15)

Note that, Si = 0 if tEi < tBi , as shown in Fig. 2(b).

Subsequently, the secrecy indicator of the ith status update
is introduced as

ηi =

{
1, Si ̸= 0,

0, Si = 0,
(16)

and the accumulative total number of secure status updates is
thus expressed as

NS(t) =

N(t)∑
i=1

ηi. (17)

As such, the average secrecy margin, defined in (14), can
be calculated using

S̄ = lim
t→∞

NS(t)

t
E(S) = λE(S), (18)

where

λ = lim
t→∞

NS(t)

t

is defined as the rate of secure delivery from Alice to Bob,
and E(S) denotes the expectation of Si, omitting the status
update index i, because Si, i = 1, 2, · · · , are independent
and identically distributed (i.i.d.) random variables from the
ergodic perspective.

Obviously, the number of (re)transmissions for the ith status
update requested by Bob or needed by Eve, KΨ,i, Ψ ∈ {B,E},
follows a Geometric distribution with the delivery success
probability (1 − ϵ̄Ψ), where ϵ̄Ψ is the average packet error
probability at Bob or Eve, calculated using (9). Therefore, the
mean and the second moment of the i.i.d. random variables
KΨ,i, i = 1, 2, · · · , are

E(KΨ) =
1

1− ϵ̄Ψ
(19)

and
E(K2

Ψ) =
1 + ϵ̄Ψ

(1− ϵ̄Ψ)2
, (20)

respectively, where the status update index i is omitted for the
simplicity of expression.

As a result, the expectation of Si is expressed as

E(S) = E(K2
E)T

2/2− E(K2
B)T

2/2

=
(1 + ϵ̄E)T

2

2(1− ϵ̄E)2
− (1 + ϵ̄B)T

2

2(1− ϵ̄B)2
. (21)

Moreover, the rate of secure delivery from Alice to Bob, λ,
is achieved at

λ =
Pr[KB < KE]

E(KB)T
=

1− ϵ̄B
T

Pr[KB < KE], (22)

where the probability

Pr[KB < KE] =
∞∑
k=1

(1− ϵ̄kB)ϵ̄
k
E

=
ϵ̄E

1− ϵ̄E
− ϵ̄Bϵ̄E

1− ϵ̄Bϵ̄E
. (23)

Substituting (21) and (22) into (18), we have the average
secrecy margin written as

S̄ =
T

2

[
(1 + ϵ̄E)(1− ϵ̄B)

(1− ϵ̄E)2
− 1 + ϵ̄B

1− ϵ̄B

]
×

(
ϵ̄E

1− ϵ̄E
− ϵ̄Bϵ̄E

1− ϵ̄Bϵ̄E

)
, (24)

where the average packet error probability at Bob or Eve, ϵ̄Ψ,
Ψ ∈ {B,E}, is

ϵ̄Ψ =
1

2ν

∫ µ+ν

µ−ν

[1− exp (−x/γ̄Ψ)] dx

= 1− γ̄Ψ
2ν

[
exp

(
−µ− ν

γ̄Ψ

)
− exp

(
−µ+ ν

γ̄Ψ

)]
, (25)

with γ̄Ψ, Ψ ∈ {B,E}, denoting the mean received SNR at
Bob or Eve.

As has been proven in [19], the first-order derivative of the
function S̄(U) with respect to U is negative, i.e.,

dS̄(U)

dU
< 0. (26)

Therefore, the optimal blocklength for maximising the secrecy
margin is achieved at

U∗ = argmax
U∈[Umin,Umax]

S̄(U)

= Umin, (27)

where the minimum blocklength Umin and the maximum
blocklength Umax are determined by specific physical-layer
protocols. In an ideal scenario where the channel code rate
is 1 and the modulation order is 2, i.e., the physical-layer
throughput is 1 bit per channel use and L̄/U = 1, the possible
minimum blocklength is equal to the average packet length of
a status update, i.e., Umin = L̄.



IV. NUMERICAL RESULTS

In this section, the secrecy margin of permutation-based
transmissions is investigated under the constraint of timely
delivery of status updates over the legitimate link. Without
loss of generality, the network bandwidth is W = 1 kHz.

To begin with, the average secrecy margin, S̄ given by (24),
is plotted as a function of the blocklength U in Fig. 3, where
S̄ increases as U decreases. This phenomenon agrees with
the optimal design (27). Moreover, S̄ is improved with the
increase in the average packet length L̄ of a status update,
or with the decrease in the received SNRs γ̄Ψ, Ψ ∈ {B,E}.
The main reason behind this is that the higher coding rate
L̄/U , due to more application-layer data conveyed in a status
update, or the lower received SNR γ̄Ψ drives higher packet
error probability ϵ̄Ψ, which results in greater AoI for both Eve
and Bob. Furthermore, the secrecy margin S̄ is raised as the
ratio γ̄B/γ̄E increases, because higher ratio γ̄B/γ̄E enlarges
the gap between the packet error probabilities ϵ̄E and ϵ̄B, thus
leading to larger gap between Eve’s AoI and Bob’s AoI.

Then, we will compare the permutation-based transmission
with the conventional transport-layer encapsulation in terms of
secrecy margin, to explicitly and numerically characterise the
advantage of permutation-based transmissions in secure and
timely status updates, specifically for short-packet communi-
cations in the IoT.

To deliver the same amount of application-layer data, the
average packet length L̄ utilised in the permutation-based
transmission is shorter than that in the conventional transport-
layer encapsulation by log2 K bits, since the PCDU of log2 K
bits is not physically encapsulated into the packet but conveyed
through the packet length permutation/variation. Given the
same coding rate R = L̄/U and the same modulation order,
shorter average packet length L̄ implies shorter blocklength U .
According to (27), shorter blocklength U will lead to higher
secrecy margin. Thus, permutation-based transmissions will
contribute to the performance improvement for the delivery of
status updates within wiretap channels from the perspective
of secrecy margin, in addition to the goodput increase and
latency reduction.

The parameters in the IoT are set as follows: (i) The
legitimate link SNR is 1.5 time the wiretapping link SNR, i.e.,
γ̄B/γ̄E = 1.5. (ii) The average packet length of a status update
in permutation-based transmissions is L̄ = (K − 1)C/2+M ,
given by (1). (iii) The packet length of a status update in
the conventional transport-layer encapsulation is L̄+ log2 K,
to convey the same amount of information as that in the
permutation-based transmission. (iv) Given the coding rate
R ∈ (0, 1), the optimal blocklength of the permutation-based
transmission is U∗

pbt = ⌈L̄/R⌉, and that of the conventional
transport-layer encapsulation is U∗

con = ⌈(L̄+ log2 K)/R⌉.
Given that the permutation-based transmission and the con-

ventional transport-layer encapsulation have the same amount
of information contained in a status update while U∗

pbt <
U∗
con, the average secrecy margin of the permutation-based

transmission, denoted by S̄pbt, is higher than that of the
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Fig. 3. The average secrecy margin S̄ versus the blocklength U .

conventional transport-layer encapsulation, denoted by S̄con,
based on (27). Therefore, from the perspective of secrecy
margin improvement, the performance gain of the permutation-
based transmission over the conventional transport-layer en-
capsulation can be quantified by the secrecy margin difference
S̄pbt − S̄con.

In Fig. 4, the secrecy margin improvement S̄pbt − S̄con

is plotted versus Bob’s received SNR γ̄B, where K = 128,
M = 32, C = 8. As shown in this figure, given the
amount of information to be delivered for a status update,
i.e., (K − 1)C/2 + M + log2 K bits, the performance gain
of the permutation-based transmission in the secrecy margin
improvement, S̄pbt − S̄con, is decreased and converges to 0
as the legitimate link SNR γ̄B increases. The main reason
behind this is that, given γ̄E = γ̄B/1.5, the average packet
error probabilities ϵ̄B = ϵ̄E = 0 when γ̄B goes to infinity.
As such, both S̄pbt and S̄con go to 0 as γ̄B increases.
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In addition, S̄pbt − S̄con gets larger as the coding rate R
increases. This indicates that, with the increase in R, the
performance gain of the permutation-based transmission over
the conventional encapsulation gets larger in terms of secrecy
margin improvement.

V. CONCLUSION

To promote secure and timely delivery of status updates
in the IoT, short-packet permutation-based transmissions have
been investigated in this paper, where eavesdroppers are wire-
tapping the status updates delivered over the legitimate link.
Through adopting the AoI framework and recent advances
in the finite-blocklength information theory, we formulated
the average secrecy margin in closed form to quantify the
data security and freshness of status updates. Based on the
formulation, the optimal packet structure over the network in-
terface was achieved to maximise the average secrecy margin.
Both theoretical analysis and numerical results substantiated
the secrecy margin improvement achieved by the permutation-
based transmission over the conventional transport-layer en-
capsulation.

In particular, two key insights were reached to facilitate
the system design of short-packet permutation-based transmis-
sions:

(i) The optimal blocklength U∗ over the network interface
is the minimum value in the blocklength range, which
maximises the average secrecy margin, given the average
packet length L̄ of a status update.

(ii) The secrecy margin improvement of the permutation-
based transmission is promoted by lowering the legitimate
link SNR γ̄B, heightening the coding rate R, shortening
the shortest packet length M , or increasing the number
of available lengths, K.
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